2004 Athlete of the Year

Name: Dax Danns
Age: 16
Sport: Track & Field

Dax has medaled every year since 2000 in the State Games. He is a very good sportsmanship person who is liked by all his peers and that to me is rare. He treats everyone the same. Dax has a great attitude for the sport and always gives it his best when he competes. He loves participating in the State Games and by doing so he has achieved an awful lot. His motivation for the sport is that he just simply loves to run. In the community he is always helping and talking to groups of people about sports and helping them to keep out of trouble and stay off the streets. He has a lot of special attributes such as being the country champion, CIP champion along with being the top in the state and in high school.

2004 Sport Athletes of the Year

Basketball: Taylor Sylvester & Jordan Phillips
Goaltimate: Carmen Scoppettuolo
Gymnastics: Julia Greer & Gary Walker
Skateboarding: Josh Stafford & Justin Figueroe
Synchronized Swimming: Rochelle Mattern
Table Tennis: Don James Alto & Brana Vlasic
Track & Field: Dax Danns & Ra’shan Guillory
Water Polo: Jillian Christian
Weightlifting: Sage Burgener & Josh Coleman
Wrestling: Joey Davis & Corey Dodd